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The President has been asked many questions about his ''blueprint"
(or other words to the same effect) for America's future. And
reporters and columnists and editorial writers have found him
lacking in his failure to set forth some kind of long-·range ~
plan for the nation.
The following answer is mRaRx suggested to
deal with that sort of question .
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I have two different kinds of remarks to make about that
~

question.

First, almost 200 years ago, a plan or blueprint was

devised for the United States.

We call it the Constitution.

It

set forth how all of our officials would be chosen, what their
powers would be, and what sort of matters ~hey should and should

lu.

.J.

not deal w:t:t~ ~t
co ered political, e~onomic,
~. c,ial, and ~ultural

JfA..U'~.~

~~~,
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affairs, both do estically and in rJ/eign rel tions.A It has

0

guided us, with minor modification~, for a long time.~ I
question whether we need another blueprint or "road map."
Now I realize full well that you mean something a little
less sweeping and far-reaching.

You mean a program that could have

a name like the New Deal or the Fair Deal or the \var on Poverty.
I am ~ skept ica 1 ati
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!!tald@pt ?a~·~ and I iM:"*•h you should

_.c

be, too.ft M~e--e:ad·"L~ ~cople who think about the present and
•

. the future, a11d do not take ~.w::€ their ~uidance from -..events

~~~cr~{lt•..,.

~

of too~·szj ag:e or~ years ago, see that much of this so-

called j:Jwa

·
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blue-printing is based on seriously mistaken

understandings of American life, American politics, and the American
people.

Grandiose schemes for solving everything through government

action have benefitted little the supposed recipients and greatly
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One

consequence has been, ha~w '">not increased gratitude and respect
from the people for the supposed benefit) N%B"'ttlHg ft otlf 1i i f M•

J"heea PWiH?V hetloptd iw:

LLCP\'!1 :otthzzbl&Epti:atHJI, but rather

a sharp decline in pubiic • rp1

t

t j

approval and trust of almost

all higher authority--all branches of government, "and the press
as well.

r?"~Vito stay with

My preferences

the kind of guidance we

get from the Constitution~e very skeptical of proposals for
blueprints for reshaping America or the
question

bac!-~~e:sastl

of

worl~the

8~opw,uts \~at

reason is there

to think that we need a blueprint, a long-range comprehensive
plan for the future,

~A.

o~~~h~~:l~ ~fc~s~jtt
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put into effect ~plan.
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I do have long-range hopes for America.

I hope that

we will make progress toward the fulfillment of equality, liberty,
and justice for all Americans.

I hope that we will achieve a greater

meqsure of domestic tranquility:.

I hope that we will make a major

•

J}~ 1'W' IY-( w-..eJ ~ ~ IJ.j«~ ,_J tlv\.. ~~1

contribution to lasting peace ~mong ~i~e that+
- m y Administrat@

w~me~atdan'i:tl JdC=~~;~8 ••= ~-

Aoward those goaMut/{hose
/fnd they depend

um

~-~2;}

A<&

••

new.

hey are/novelties 0

mot & on the government than on the energy and

initiative of the people in their private capacity.

That latter

~
""'"'-

~

~~.

point is, perhaps more than any other, my reason for being very

~ey 11~

skeptical, to say the least, about government blueprints:
~. ; •.-;.#.;.....
#lH@ ""I'' add~to government power and tei£tng au.a..y..-rprivate innovation
and responsibility.
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THE "NHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

August 12, 1975

~·1EMOAANDUH FOR:

RON NESSEN

FROMs

JIM SHUM

SUBJECT:

TO

QUI-~STION

ON J.ACl< OF

PROGRAMS, LA.CK OF VISION

Attached is a draft of my answer to the question that
the President l"cks vision and has no program.
It differs somcvihat from Bob Goldwin's.

DRA.F'r I JBS
EJ~Ut:PHINT

Q.

FOR THE ~""U'l'llJRE

In assessing your first year in office, many obserVcL·s
have noted that you SE:oem to have no blueprint for the
future. no sense of vjsion about what di:t"ection the
United States should take.
There also was a ne\·lspaper
column recently which said :you were deliberately planning
not to int...-odncP. nt?w r-rograms because you feel there are

enough g-overn;11ent programs already. What is your vision
for the United States, and will you propose government
programs to help carry us toward tha·t vision?
A.

That is a complicated question.
parts.

I.

II.

Let me answer it in three

Long range hopes for Aruerica~
A. My long range goals are those expressed
in the Declaration of Independence.
1. Like to see a society in which
everyone can partake of the right
to Life, Liberty, and the Pursu.it
of Happiness.
2. Those, really, have been the goals
of all Americans.
3. The dispute in national politics
has been over how to achieve those
goals.
Specific Ford Administration Philosophy
A. During past half century the debate has
been over how much the government sl'lould
be involved in the life of every citiz.en
in an effort to reach those goals.
B. Government does have an important role.
1. It must maintain peace both at
home and abroad 'so that we can
create the type of society we
envision.
2. It should act as the co-ordinator in
national affairs.
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3.

4.

III.

It should ensure justice to see that
the strong do not deny the 1.-ights of
the W0.dk.
But it should not become a force so
powerful that it destroys freedom, the
very right it seeks to protect.

Specific programs
A.
With ·these goals in mind, I plan in rny State
o:f the Union address next January to Olltline
a broad program to help us reo.ch the goals we.
all seek.
It will be a program based, I believe,
on a realization of the natural limits of govern
ment, on a clear perception of today's world,
and with faith in the American people's demonstraed ability to solve problems, with only a minimu
o£ help from the federal government.
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